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a b s t r a c t

Although previous research demonstrates that proportionality positively impacts the congruence be-
tween the positions of the government and the public after elections, recent work argues and shows that
proportionality dampens policy responsiveness in between elections. Why this is true is unclear, how-
ever. This paper considers how proportionality matters for policy responsiveness, focusing on two pri-
mary suspects: (1) the friction associated with coalitions in proportional systems and (2) the
comparatively weaker electoral incentives in those systems. In this paper we first assess the general
effect of electoral systems, showing that results are robust across measures, and also that the impact of
electoral systems increases exponentially alongside party fragmentation. We then examine two alter-
native mechanisms at work in proportional systems, and preliminary results point towards the potential
importance of government fractionalization in accounting for weakened inter-election responsiveness. In
the concluding section we consider implications for our understanding of democratic representation, and
also for future research on opinion-policy congruence.

© 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

A growing body of literature addresses the influence of electoral
institutions on the political representation of public opinion. Most
of this research focuses on differences between majoritarian and
proportional “visions,” using Powell's (2000) language. Research by
Powell and others finds that proportional representation tends to
produce greater congruence between the positions of the govern-
ment and the public; specifically, the general ideological disposi-
tion of the government that emerges after an election and the
ideological bent of the electorate tended to match up better in

proportional systems (Lijphart, 1999; Powell, 2000; also see Miller
et al., 1999).

Recent work has challenged these findings (Blais and Bodet,
2006; Golder and Stramski, 2010; Dalton et al., 2012). We discuss
this research further below; here, it is worth noting just that cur-
rent work is increasingly divided on what have seemed to be the
representational advantages of proportional systems.

Even if proportional systems do provide greater ideological
congruence in the wake of elections, it is not at all clear that they
provide greater representation in between elections. Indeed, there
are reasons to expect governments in majoritarian systems to be
more responsive to opinion change throughout the electoral cycle
(Soroka and Wlezien, 2010), and empirical research supports the
conjecture (see Wlezien and Soroka, 2012). This paper assesses the
robustness of that connection and attempts to take the next step,
establishing exactly how proportionality matters for policy
responsiveness.

We begin by reviewing expectations regarding the effect of
electoral systems on dynamic policy representation and then turn
to empirics. Our first set of analyses re-test the possibility that
proportional systems actually produce less dynamic representation
than majoritarian systems. This provides stronger and more
detailed evidence in support of the claim. Subsequent analyses then
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turn to understanding precisely why proportional systems are less
responsive. We consider two mechanisms: coalitional friction and
electoral incentives (We also consider differences in electoral
accountability associated with single-party and coalition govern-
ments). The results of these analyses indicate that electoral in-
centives (and electoral accountability) have little impact but that
friction might. We view this as an important step towards under-
standing not just whether but also how proportional versus
majoritarian systems matter for policy representation.

1. Representation after and between elections

Public opinion can influence government policy in two well-
known ways. The first way is indirect, through elections, where
the public can elect governments that share their opinions, who
undertake corresponding policy change. This sometimes is referred
to as “congruence.” The second way is direct, in between elections,
where policymakers (may) adjust policy in response to changing
public opinion. This can be thought of as “covariational
congruence,” followingWeissberg (1976). Research on the effects of
electoral institutions has focused almost entirely on the former.

Lijphart (1984) provides the first statement on indirect repre-
sentation. He distinguishes between “consensual” democracies e

characterized by, most notably, proportional representation,
multiparty systems, and coalition governments e and “majori-
tarian” systems e characterized by simple plurality election rules, a
two-party system, and single-party government. He then suggests
that consensual democracies provide better general policy
congruence than do majoritarian systems.

Powell (2000) provides further theory and empirical support,
focusing specifically on the differences between majoritarian and
proportional election rules and their implications for representa-
tion. Powell argues and finds that proportional representation
tends to produce greater congruence between the government and
the public; specifically, the general ideological disposition of gov-
ernment and the ideological bent of the electorate tend tomatch up
better in proportional systems. For Powell, this reflects the greater,
direct participation of constituencies the vision affords (also see
Miller et al., 1999). In effect, coalition governments tend to include
ideological centrist parties, which brings the average orientation of
coalition parties closer to that of the median voter.

This logic is compelling, although it is challenged in some recent
research. Blais and Bodet (2006) argue that, while proportional
systems encourage coalition governments, thus pulling the gov-
ernment more to the center, they also encourage a greater number
and diversity of parties in the first place, which promotes repre-
sentation of more extreme positions (Their analysis reveals little
difference in the congruence between citizens and governments in
proportional and majoritarian systems). Golder and Stramski
(2010) show much the same.1 Powell's (2011) own recent anal-
ysis, which encompasses a broader period than his original work,
also demonstrates little difference between electoral systems.

Even accepting Powell's original (2000) results, they pertain to
the period just after elections. What about in the periods between
elections? We have argued in previous work that there is reason to
think that governments in majoritarian systems are more respon-
sive to opinion change (Wlezien and Soroka, 2007; also seeWlezien
and Soroka N.d.). There are two main explanations.

First, it presumably is easier for a single party to respond to
change than a multi-party coalition, as coordination in the latter is
more costly and difficult. This reflects increased transaction costs

when multiple parties are involved but also the constraints posed
by coalition agreements (Muller and Strom, 2010), which limit the
room for the government to maneuver. In effect, coalitions intro-
duce “friction” into the policymaking process (e.g., Jones et al.,
2009; Tsebelis, 2002).2

Second, majoritarian governments have more of an incentive to
respond to opinion change owing to the larger seats-to-votes ratios
in those systems. Since a shift in electoral sentiment has bigger
consequences on Election Day in majoritarian systems, govern-
ments there are likely to pay especially close attention to the ebb
and flow of opinion. This possibility generalizes Rogowski and
Kayser's (2002) argument about the sensitivity of governments to
consumers in majoritarian systems.

There thus are strong organizational and electoral reasons for
governments in proportional systems to be less responsive than
majoritarian governments to changing public opinion in between
elections. Note that this contrasts with Powell's expectation. Of
course, it ultimately may be that proportional and majoritarian
systems may work to serve representation but in different ways,
where the former provide better indirect representation via elec-
tions and the latter provide better direct representation in between
elections. What is important for us is that taking account of this
inter-election period leads to rather different expectations about
the impact of electoral systems. Let us empirically assess those
expectations.

2. Toward an analysis of spending

Building on past work by Wlezien and Soroka (e.g., Wlezien,
1995, 1996, 2004; Soroka and Wlezien, 2010; Wlezien and
Soroka, 2012), our tests rely on a dynamic model of policy repre-
sentation. The crux of the model is relatively simple. If policy-
makers are responsive, policy change (DPt) will be a function of
relative preferences for policy (Rt�1), which reflect support for
policy change. Other things also may matter for policy, of course,
including the partisan control of government (Gt�1). Still other
things, including economic conditions and fiscal constraints (Ot�1)
may matter as well. Note that the independent variables are lagged
so as to reflect preferences and party control when budgetary
policy, the focus of our empirical analysis, is made.3 For any
particular domain, the equation is:

DPt ¼ rþ g1Rt�1 þ g2Gt�1 þ g3Ot�1 þ mt ; (1)

Where r and mt represent the intercept and the error term,
respectively. This equation captures both indirect and direct rep-
resentation. The former d representation through election results
and subsequent partisan composition of governmentd is captured
by g2, and the latter d adjustments to policy reflecting shifts in
preferences d is captured by g1.

Recall however that we are interested in assessing whether and
how electoral systems impact policy responsiveness to public
opinion. This too can be assessed directly, by extending equation (1)
across countries k as follows:

1 They do, however, show that proportional systems produce more representa-
tive legislatures.

2 A compounding factor is that parties in a coalition may respond differently to a
change in opinion, where some prefer to not respond at all or even move in a
different policy direction (see Calvo et al., 2013).

3 This dovetails with thermostatic public responsiveness to spending (Wlezien,
1995; Soroka and Wlezien, 2010). Public opinion in year t reacts (negatively) to
policy for year t and policymakers adjust policy (positively) in year t þ 1 based on
current (year t) opinion. Now, if studying policy that, unlike budgetary policy, is not
lagged, then policy change could represent year t public opinion, which in turn
responds to lagged (year t�1) policy. That is, the model can be adjusted to reflect
the reality of the policy process.
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